The EEG data were analyzed in two ways. First, data has proposed a triple code model that distinguishes were average referenced and baseline corrected to probetween an auditory verbal code, a visual code for Araduce grand-averaged, event-related brain potentials bic digits, and an analog magnitude code that repre-(ERPs) for each form of numerical notation (Figure 2A 
each time sample. The method proposed in [4] was used rate visual code for Arabic digits and illustrate that the P1 component of the VEP may be an electrophysiological to determine threshold for statistical significance for consecutive samples. The second method was current marker for this mechanism. Figure 2C illustrates current source density (CSD) topographical plots for key notasource density (CSD) analysis, which provides an evaluation of the topography of current sources and sinks on tions at the time of the average peak of the P1 component (indicated by the broken vertical line in Figure 2A ). the scalp, where CSD values are proportional to the current entering and exiting the scalp. CSD is sensitive Inspection of Figure 2C reveals bilateral current sources over the inferior occipito-temporal scalp for Arabic digit to high spatial frequency local cortical potentials but less sensitive to low spatial frequency signals arising forms. These bilateral sources were less apparent for other numerical formats. This finding is consistent with from distant sources [5] . For this reason, CSD analyses can be thought of as providing an estimate of local Dehaene's proposal that visual identification of Arabic digits depends upon bilateral regions of the occipitosources (tangential and radial) originating within neural generators situated relatively close to the scalp electemporal cortex [1] and the finding that the fusiform gyrus responds selectively to Arabic digits [6] . It is also trode.
To examine the influence of the different forms of consistent with the proposal that the visual P1 represents early visual processing in the pathway from occipinumerical notation on the time course of information processing, the following a priori comparisons of ERPs tal to inferior temporal cortex [7] . Figure 3A shows that the amplitude of the N1 compowere made: all notations were compared against the English word form, all notations were compared against nent of the VEP is significantly increased and also delayed for random dot configurations compared to all the Arabic numeral form, and all notations against the dots form. Figure 2A shows that the amplitude of the other numerical forms. This was tested in a set of planned comparisons ( Figure 3B ). These a priori com-P1 component of the VEP is significantly greater for Arabic digits compared to all other numerical forms.
parisons revealed that ERP differences between dot configurations and English words or Arabic digits first This was tested in a set of planned comparisons ( Figure  2B ), which revealed that ERP differences between Arareached significance 176 ms after stimulus onset. This difference was maintained for at least four conbic digits and other conditions first reached statistical significance at 108 ms. This difference was maintained secutive samples for English words versus dots (124 ms) and Arabic digits versus dots (124 ms). It should for at least four consecutive samples [4] for English words (72 ms), Roman numerals (80 ms), and dots be noted that the above effect was not observed in a previous ERP study in which dot configurations were (32 ms).
These data support Dehaene's proposal for a sepapresented [6] . However, there were two key differences between that study and our own. First, Temple and numerosity is not required in order to accurately estimate relative magnitude.
Posner [8] used familiar dot stimuli (die face) while we made use of random dot configurations, and it is likely
An alternative interpretation of the N1 effect that we observed might be that our enhanced N1 amplitude rethat the processing of familiar dot configurations draws upon similar visual mechanisms to those used to analyze flects a counting strategy in the parity judgement task that is not be required for familiar stimuli or when perother highly familiar visual number forms. In contrast, processing random dot configurations may activate the forming the magnitude estimation task. To further investigate this issue, we ran two further experiments in which abstract magnitude estimation or "number sense" mechanisms proposed by Dehaene [1] and associated we directly compared die-face and random dot displays for both parity judgement and magnitude estimation with bilateral regions of posterior parietal cortex. If this is the case, then our data indicate that the N1 component tasks (experiments 4 and 5). Figure 4 shows mean RTs for subitisable (one to three) and nonsubitisable (four to of the VEP, which has been associated with the occipitoparietal stream of visual processing [7] , may provide nine) stimuli for each numeric form of representation for parity judgement and magnitude estimation tasks. an electrophysiological marker for these mechanisms. Second, Temple and Posner used a magnitude estimaInspection of this figure shows clearly that for the parity judgement task mean RTs for subitisable (one to three) tion task whereas we made use of a parity judgement task. An important difference between these tasks is and nonsubitisable (four to eight) stimuli were not significantly different from one another for English words or that parity judgements require an exact representation of numerosity. In contrast, an exact representation of for Arabic numerals (p Ͼ 0.1). By contrast, mean RTs for nonsubitisable stimuli were significantly longer than latter requiring a counting strategy for unfamiliar or nonsubitisable dot configurations. for subitisable stimuli for both die-face (p Ͻ 0.05) and random dot (p Ͻ 0.05) configurations. Moreover, for A remaining question concerns the interpretation of the increased amplitude of the N1 VEP. Specifically, nonsubitisable stimuli only, there was a significant increase in mean reaction time for random dot stimuli does the does N1 amplitude reflect counting? To directly investigate this we compared N1 amplitudes separately compared to die-face stimuli (p Ͻ 0.05). Note that this difference was not statistically significant for subitisable for random dot configurations for each numerical value (i.e., one to nine) (parity judgement task, experiment 4). stimuli (p Ͼ 0.1). These behavioral data, together with other evidence [9] , indicate that counting may be necesVEPs for random dot configurations for numerical values one to four are presented in Figure 5 . Planned comparisary to perform the parity judgement task when presented with unfamiliar stimuli (e.g., random dot configusons for each numerical value revealed statistically significant differences between one and two dots (p Ͻ rations) or stimuli that cannot be easily subitised.
Inspection of Figure 4 also reveals that the pattern 0.05) and between two and three dots (p Ͻ 0.05), but thereafter no significant difference between adjacent observed for the parity judgement task with respect to die-face and random dot stimuli was not seen for the numbers of dots were observed (p Ͼ 0.1). These data clearly confirm that the N1 VEP is not indexing a counting magnitude estimation task. Specifically, for both subitisable and nonsubitisable stimuli there was no significant strategy. Instead, it appears that the N1 VEP indexes a rather crude form of stimulus complexity that distindifference in mean RT between die-face and random dot stimuli (p Ͼ 0.1). This confirms that the magnitude guishes between a single stimulus, two stimuli, and configurations of more than two stimuli. estimation task and the parity judgement task make quite different demands upon subjects, with only the
In conclusion, previous studies have used ERP and 
ERP Analyses
High-density event-related electrical potentials (ERPs) were recal range from one to eight and were presented in one of four numerical notations: English words, Arabic digits, Roman numerals, corded from each participant using a 128 channel geodesic sensor net coupled to a high-input impedance amplifier. EEG was continuor random dot configurations ( Figure 1A ). Participants were instructed to press one of two buttons to indicate whether the stimulus ously recorded and digitized at 250 Hz and vertex referenced. Impedances were reduced to 50 K⍀ prior to recording. When this level was an odd or even number. The assignment of odd and even to could not be attained by adjusting or rewetting the sensor with electrolyte solution and when this led to noisy recordings, the sensor was excluded before analysis. The continuous EEG was segmented into 1 s epochs time locked to the onset of each visual stimulus, commencing 100 ms prior to stimulus onset. ERPs were baseline corrected with respect to a 100 ms prestimulus interval, digitally lowpass filtered at 45 Hz, and average referenced. Trials not meeting behavioral criteria (i.e., responses that were incorrect, absent, used both keys, or occurred less than 200 ms or more than 8000 ms after stimulus onset) were rejected from analysis. Trials were also rejected from analysis if they contained eye movement artifacts (i.e., an EOG channel difference greater than 70 V) or more than ten bad channels (channels with voltage amplitudes over 200 V or a change in amplitude between adjacent samples of more than 100 V). Channels that were bad for more than 25% of trials for a given participant were excluded from that participant's data. The sensors selected for analysis (left hemisphere 67, 66, 60, 65, 71, and 70; right hemisphere 78, 85, 86, 91, 84, and 90) were those previously found to show a distance effect on a magnitude estimation task using Arabic digits and die-face dots [8] . Grand-average waveforms, collapsed across these 12 sensors, were plotted for all four conditions. Individual t tests were carried out on the waveforms for these comparisons, both to test for significant differences in electrical activity and to indicate the latency of any such differences.
